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Abstract
In this paper, a Fractional Adaptive Fuzzy Controller is designed for controlling blood glucose levels in Type-I diabetic
patients. Type 1 diabetes is a chronic disease. In people with type 1 diabetes, the pancreatic cells that make insulin are
destroyed, and the body is unable to make insulin. Unlike previous works, the system dynamics is considered as undetermined
and in the presence of noise. System dynamics is estimated using the type-2 fuzzy system to eliminate the estimation error
through compensation. The adaptive rules for control signal parameters and fuzzy system parameters are determined using
Lyapunov stability analysis. A modified Bergman model for a diabetic patient with different conditions is used for evaluating
the performance of the proposed controller. Also in addition to the uncertainty of glucose-insulin dynamic, the effect of patient
activity and disturbance in terms of lifestyle and type of food consumed is considered, The simulation results show that the
proposed controller has very well performance.
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1. Introduction
Diabetes is a disorder in the metabolism of
humans. Type-1 diabetes (T1D) is one of the
variations of this condition. In this type of diabetes,
the patients are incapable of producing insulin in
their bodies, which can occur due the damage to the
beta cells and obstruction of insulin pathways. In
these cases, the required insulin is often supplied
through insulin infusion. There are approximately
347 million diabetic patients worldwide, and around
half of these patients are not informed regarding
their disease [1]. Furthermore, around 4 million
people lose their lives annually due to diabetes
complications, which places this disease among the
most dangerous diseases. Therefore, controlling
diabetes is an important topic that has been
investigated by various researchers. With the
advancement of biosensor technology with MEMS
dimensions and specifications and increase in the
accuracy and speed of measurement for different
parameters as well as improvements in optics and
analysis of biological phenomena with high quality
and efficiency, a movement has been created for

combining control systems and biological
technologies [2-4]. The control objective in this
metabolism is regulation glucose concentration in to
normal level. The control input in this bio system is
the insulin infusion. To this day, various controllers
have been designed for this problem. Some of these
controllers use no sensors. These methods are
known as programmed insulin infusion systems. In
these systems, insulin infusion is carried out in a
period of time on basis of the insulin variation graph
obtained during one day. Due to their simplicity,
these methods have sometimes seen practical
applications [5-7]. These methods lack suitable
performance because the changes in insulin level are
not constant and can often change with respect to the
changes in patient’s activity.
In the closed-loop methods which require the
use of glucose sensors, often, an automatic insulin
infusion system is used, which carries out
subcutaneous insulin infusions for the patient. For
example, in reference [8], a pole placement
technique is used in which the desired insulin level
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is determined using the system model. The model
parameters are determined by the relationship
between insulin and glucose dynamics in a normal
human. The main drawback is that; the model
parameters are considered to be fixed. To solve this
problem, adaptive control methods are used in some
of the literature [9]. For example, in reference [10],
some parameters are approximated, while in [11], a
predictive method is suggested to forecast the
necessary insulin level. Some other similar
approaches, use the glucose metabolism for
estimating desired insulin. the non-linear
autoregressive (NARX) is One of the interesting
models, which is a non-linear function on basis of
glucose levels before and after the infusion of
insulin dose. Another method used in predictive
controllers for glucose level adjustment in various
studies is the forecasting based on neural networks
[12-14]. This model can be used when the patient
suffers from other diseases resulting in an unusable
or a very complex normal model. Neural network
parameters can be determined using some measured
data over a predefined period. These models are
based on learning algorithms such as error backpropagation algorithm. Other approaches include a
PID controller used in references [15-16] and the
controller
H  used in [17].
Fuzzy control systems (FCS) have also been
used in literature for controlling blood glucose level.
For example, in [18], the glucose level is modelled
using fuzzy logic and membership functions, and the
controller is schemed using this model. In [19-21],
the self-evolving PID controller using FCSs is
proposed, determining controller parameters using
the Cuckoo algorithm. One of the main
disadvantages of this approach is the large
calculation volume for the proposed explorer while
also providing no guarantee of stability and
resistance. The back stepping control system using
sliding mode strategy is presented in [22-23]. In this
work, the system's mathematical model is used for
controller design. In [24], interval type-2 FCS is
used for dynamic approximation of T1D patients.
This work used a genetic algorithm for adjusting the
parameters of the fuzzy system. In [25], the TakagiSugeno FCS is suggested as the controller. The main
disadvantages of this method is that, the minimal
Bergman model is employed, which ignores some of
the dynamics acting as noise. The Nephropathy
forecasting in T1D on basis of a type-2 FCS and the
genetic tuning approach is suggested in reference
[26]. Reference [27] uses a back stepping control
approach on basis of non-linear glucose model. In
[28], the FCS for adjustment of glucose
concentration is implemented on FPGA boards.
These methods often have high calculation volume
and, therefore, limited practical applications. Based
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on the literature review, the most important
disadvantages of the currently proposed methods
include:
 Most studies use system models for controlled
design. However, mathematical models are not
very reliable for practical applications and can
change due to various factors. This is especially
important when the diabetic patient has other
background conditions, which might mean that
the model used for controller design is not
accurate and ineffective.
 Some studies have attempted to replace the
system model with controllers such as PID and
fuzzy controllers. However, these methods also
provide no guarantees for stability.
 Some of the proposed methods used adaptive
algorithms for controller optimization, which
not only offers no guarantee of stability but also
results in large calculation volume [29].
 Other approaches use a stable and robust
controller [30-31], such as sliding mode. Most
of these approaches use minimal Bergman
model which ignores some of the noise
variations. Furthermore, the system model is
also used in the controller design, which uses a
set of undetermined parameters.
Based on the disadvantages mentioned above,
the current study uses a modified Bergman model in
the presence of undetermined values as well as
resistance control for adjusting glucose levels. This
article is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a
description of the system and the general problem
statement. Section 3 explains the details of the fuzzy
system. In section 4, stability of closed-loop is
analyzed. The controller based on the Bergman
model is simulated for diabetic patients is presented
in section 5. The conclusion is presented in section
6, and finally, references are provided in section 7.
2. System Description and Problem Statement
Various models are proposed for diabetic
patients in order to evaluate proposed control
methods. One of the essential such models used in
many studies for design and testing of controllers is
the minimal and modified Bergman model. The
current study uses the modified Bergman model,
which has a complete structure and includes
variations such as a change in glucose level with
patients' daily activities. The system dynamics based
on modified Bergman model is as (1). Where i =1,
2, 3, 𝐼𝑏 , 𝐾𝑓 , 𝑃𝑖 , and 𝐺𝑏 are positive variables. G
shows the patient's blood glucose concentration in
mg/dL; X is the time of infused insulin, affecting
glucose in minutes; I, is the blood insulin
concentration in mIU (mIU is milli-international
units for pharmaceutical applications equal to
0.0347 milligrams of insulin). 𝐼𝑏 and 𝐺𝑏 are the ideal
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insulin and glucose levels, respectively and 𝑅𝑎 is the
glucose metabolism rate. Other parameters are
constant values that differ from one person to the
next.
𝑑𝐺
= 𝑃1 𝐺𝑏 + 𝑅𝑎 − (𝑃1 + 𝑋)𝐺
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑋
= −𝑃2 𝑋 + (𝐼 − 𝐼𝑏 )𝑃3
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝐼
= 𝑏𝑓 𝑈1 + 𝐼𝑏 𝑘𝑓
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑈1
= −𝑈1 𝑘𝑠 + 𝑢
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑅1
= −(𝑅1 − 𝑑)𝐶1
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑅2
= −(𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )𝐶2
𝑑𝑡
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3. Design of type-2 fuzzy system
As explained in the previous section, the
glucose-insulin dynamics are estimated using a
fuzzy system. The structure of the proposed fuzzy
system with full details are provided in this section.
The schematic of the structural diagram of the type2 fuzzy system with two inputs is presented in figure
(2), while the output of each layer is explained in the
following part.

(1)

The block diagram of the control method is
presented in figure (1) and, the system dynamics can
be rewritten as follows:
𝑥̇1 = 𝑓1 + 𝜀1 − 𝑥1 𝑥2 , 𝑓1 = −𝑃1 (𝑥1 − 𝐺𝑏 ), 𝜀1 =
𝑤1 + 𝑘𝑔𝑟 𝑥5
𝑥̇ 2 = 𝑓2 + 𝜀2 + 𝑃3 𝑥3 , 𝑓2 = −𝑃2 𝑥2 − 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 , 𝜀2 = 𝑤2
𝑥̇ 3 = 𝑓3 + 𝜀3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 , 𝑓3 = −𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 , 𝜀3 = 𝑤3
𝑥̇ 4 = 𝑓4 + 𝜀4 + 𝑢, 𝑓4 = −𝑘𝑠 𝑥4 , 𝜀4 = 𝑤4

Fig. 2.
(2)

Where 𝑥5 is defined 𝑎𝑥5 = 𝐾𝑔𝑟 𝑅2 𝑠 the
variation created due to carbohydrate introduction to
the body and 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑖 =1,…,5 is the noise. System
dynamics can be estimated as follows:
(4)
𝑥̂1 = 𝑓̂(𝜒|𝜃) − 𝑔̂𝑥1 𝑢
−𝜁1 𝑒̂⃛ − 𝜁2 𝑒̂̈ − 𝜁3 𝑒̂̇ − 𝜁4 𝑒̂

(3)

Where 𝑓̂(𝑥|𝜃) is the proposed fuzzy system
𝑇
𝑞
and 𝜒 = [𝑥1 ˎ𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 ] is the input vector of the fuzzy
𝑞
system, 𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 is the Fractional derivative of the
glucose level, and q is the fractional-order which is
a number between 0 and 1. The 𝜁𝑖 ˎ 𝑖 = 1ˎ … . 4
parameters are determined so that the 𝑠 4 + 𝜁1 𝑠 3 +
𝜁2 𝑠 2 + 𝜁3 𝑠 + 𝜁4 polynomial is Hurwitz Stable. The
estimated error is defined as 𝑒̂ = 𝑥̂1 − 𝑥1 . The
control signal is defined as that output of system is
stabilized at its normal value of 100 (Glucose level).
Figure (1) shows the block diagram of the proposed
method.

Structure of the fuzzy system

Input layer: the inputs for the fuzzy system
𝑞
include 𝑥1 (𝑡) and 𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 (𝑡). Membership function
layer: In this layer, each node is a membership
function. For each input, three membership
functions with constant mean and varying widths are
used, as shown in figure (3). Consider the
𝑗
membership function 𝐴𝑖 ˎ 𝑖 = 1ˎ2 𝑗 = 1ˎ2ˎ3 (the 𝑗𝑡ℎ
membership function for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ input); the degrees
of membership for upper and lower boundaries are
calculated as follows:

Fig. 3.

The type-2 membership function graph with constant
mean and varied width
2

1 𝑥1 (𝑡) + 𝑥̄ 1
𝜇̄ 𝐴̃11 (𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
) )
2
𝜎̄ 2
2

1 𝑥1 (𝑡)
𝜇̄ 𝐴̃21 (𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ( 2 ) )
2 𝜎̄

(4)
2

1 𝑥1 (𝑡) − 𝑥̱ 1
𝜇̄ 𝐴̃31 (𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
) )
2
𝜎̄ 2
2

𝑞

1 𝐷 𝑥1 (𝑡) + 𝑥̄ 1′
𝑞
𝜇̱𝐴̃12 (𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ( 𝑡
) )
2
𝜎̄ 2
𝑞

Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the proposed method

𝑞

1 𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 (𝑡)

𝜇̱𝐴̃22 (𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
2

𝜎̄ 2

2

) )

(5)
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2

𝑞
1 𝐷 𝑥1 (𝑡) − 𝑥̱ 1′
𝑞
𝜇̱𝐴̃32 (𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 (𝑡)) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ( 𝑡
) )
2
𝜎̄ 2

Where ̅𝑥̅̅1̅𝑥1

and are the upper and lower
boundaries of glucose level while 𝑥̅´ 𝑥 ´ and are the
fractional derivative of upper and lower boundaries
of glucose level. Rules layer: The nodes in this layer
are the rules. There is a total of 9 rules in this layer.
The output of this layer is as follows:
𝑧̱ 1 = 𝜇̱𝐴11 𝜇̱𝐴12 , 𝑧̱ 2 = 𝜇̱𝐴11 𝜇̱𝐴22 , 𝑧̱ 3 = 𝜇̱𝐴11 𝜇̱𝐴32
𝑧̱ 4 = 𝜇̱𝐴21 𝜇̱𝐴12 , 𝑧̱ 5 = 𝜇̱𝐴21 𝜇̱𝐴22 , 𝑧̱ 6 = 𝜇̱𝐴21 𝜇̱𝐴32
𝑧̱ 7 = 𝜇̱𝐴31 𝜇̱𝐴12 , 𝑧̱ 8 = 𝜇̱𝐴31 𝜇̱𝐴22 , 𝑧̱ 9 = 𝜇̱𝐴31 𝜇̱𝐴32

(6)

The upper limit of fire degrees is calculated as
follows:
𝑧̄1 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴11 𝜇̄ 𝐴12 , 𝑧̄2 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴11 𝜇̄ 𝐴22 , 𝑧̄3 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴11 𝜇̄ 𝐴32
𝑧̄4 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴21 𝜇̄ 𝐴12 , 𝑧̄5 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴21 𝜇̄ 𝐴22 , 𝑧̄6 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴21 𝜇̄ 𝐴32
𝑧̄7 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴31 𝜇̄ 𝐴12 , 𝑧̄8 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴31 𝜇̄ 𝐴22 , 𝑧̄9 = 𝜇̄ 𝐴31 𝜇̄ 𝐴32

(7)

Type reduction layer: This layer uses the NieTan type reduction operator. The output of this layer
as follows:
𝑧𝑙 =

𝑧̄𝑙 + 𝑧̱ 𝑙
, 𝑙 = 1, . . . , 𝑀
∑𝑀
𝑙=1 𝑧̄𝑙 + 𝑧̱ 𝑙

(8)

Where δ is a small positive number
is the
upper boundary of the estimation error and we have:
𝐴𝑇 𝑃1 + 𝑃1 𝐴 = −𝑄1

(13)

𝛬𝑇 𝑃2 + 𝑃2 𝛬 = −𝑄2

(14)

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
𝛬=[
]
0
0
0
1
−𝜁4 −𝜁3 −𝜁2 −𝜁1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
𝐴=[
]
0
0
0
1
−𝜆4 −𝜆3 −𝜆2 −𝜆1
0
0
𝑏=[ ]
0
1
𝑒
𝑒̇
𝑒̱ = [ ]
𝑒̈
𝑒⃛
𝑒̂
𝑒̂̇
𝑒̱ ̂ = [ ̈ ]
𝑒̂
𝑒̂⃛
𝑒 = 𝑥̂1 − 𝑟

Where M is the number of rules.The output
layer: The final output is calculated as follows:
𝑀

𝑓̂ = ∑ 𝑧𝑙 𝜃𝑙

(9)

4. Controller design
The main results can be summarized in the
following theorem:
Theorem: by considering the control signal of
(10) and adaptive rules of (11), the closed-loop
glucose-insulin system is Asymptotic stable.
1
(4)
u=−
e − λ2 ë − λ3 ė − λ4 e − uc )
(−f̂ + r − λ1 ⃛
ĝx1
𝜃̇ = 𝛾𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑃2 𝑏𝑍

(10)

𝑇

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

𝑥̈ 1 = −𝑃1 𝑥̇ 1 − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥2 − 𝑥1 (−𝑃2 𝑥2 + 𝑃3 𝑥3 − 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥1

(21)

Using the third-order derivate of the output we
have:
𝑥⃛1 = −𝑥̈ 1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 2 + 𝑃2 𝑥̇1 𝑥2 + 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̇ 2
(22)
+𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̇1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇1 𝑥3 − 𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥̇ 1 − 𝑃3 𝑥1 𝜀3

By replacing (21) in (22), we can write:
𝑥⃛1 = [𝑃1 𝑥̇1 + 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥2 + 𝑥1 (−𝑃2 𝑥2 + 𝑃3 𝑥3 − 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 )]
(𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥̇1 𝑥2 − 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̇ 2
+𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̇1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇1 𝑥3 − 𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥̇ 1
−𝑃3 𝑥1 𝜀3 + 𝜀2 𝑥1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 )

(23)

In the next step, the 4𝑡ℎ order derivate of the
output is calculated:
(4)
𝑥1 = −𝑥⃛1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 2𝑥̈ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̈ 2 + 𝑃2 𝑥̈1 𝑥2 +
2𝑃2 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 2 + 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̈ 2 + 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̈1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̈1 𝑥3
−𝑃3 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 + 𝜀3 )
−𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥̇ 3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥̇ 4 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥̈ 1

(24)

(11)

𝑔̂̇ = 𝛾𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝑥1 𝑢

Where γ is the matching rate and between 0
and 1; r is the reference signal, and 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1ˎ2 are
positive symmetrical determined matrices and
i , i  1,..,4 parameters are determined so that the
4
3
2
polynomial s  1s  2s  3s  4 is Hurwitz
Stable. 𝑢𝑐 is the compensator which is calculated as
follows:
𝑢𝑐 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏)

(16)

By differentiating the output, we can write:

𝑙=1

In which l , l  1,...,9 are the lower section
parameters. In other words, these parameters
indicate the mean of singleton output membership
functions.

(15)

|𝑒̱̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏||𝜀̄|
|𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏| + 𝛿

(12)

(4)

Now, by replacing 𝑥̇ 4 with its value we have:

𝑥1 = −𝑥⃛1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 2𝑥̈ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̈ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥̈1 𝑥2 −
2𝑃2 𝑥̇1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̈ 2 + 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̈ 1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̈1 𝑥3 −
𝑃3 𝑥̇1 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇ 1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 + 𝜀3 )
−𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥̇ 3 + 𝑏𝑓 [−𝑘𝑠 𝑥4 + 𝜀4 + 𝑢]) − 𝜀2 𝑥̈ 1

(25)

Simplification of equation (25) results in:
(4)
𝑥1 = −𝑥⃛1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 2𝑥̈ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̈ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥̈1 𝑥2 −
2𝑃2 𝑥̇1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̈ 2 + 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̈1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̈ 1 𝑥3 −
𝑃3 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇ 1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 + 𝜀3 ) −
𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑏𝑓 𝑘𝑠 𝑥4 + 𝑏𝑓 𝜀4 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥̈ 1 − 𝑃3 𝑏𝑓 𝑥1 𝑢

(26)
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Finally, equation (26) can be simplified as
follows:
(4)

𝑥1 = 𝑓 − 𝑃3 𝑏𝑓 𝑥1 𝑢

(27)

In which:
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𝑒̱ ̇̂ = 𝛬𝑒̱ ̂ − 𝑏𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝑍 + 𝑏𝑔̃𝑥1 𝑢 + 𝑏𝜀

(38)

Where:
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
]
0
0
0
1
−𝜁4 −𝜁3 −𝜁2 −𝜁1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
𝐴=[
]
0
0
0
1
−𝜆4 −𝜆3 −𝜆2 −𝜆1
0
0
𝑏=[ ]
0
1
𝑒
𝑒̇
𝑒̱ = [ ]
𝑒̈
𝑒⃛
𝑒̂
𝑒̂̇
𝑒̱ ̂ = [ ̈ ]
𝑒̂
𝑒̂⃛
𝛬=[

𝑓 = −𝑥⃛1 (𝑃1 + 𝑥2 ) − 2𝑥̈ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̈ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥̈1 𝑥2
−2𝑃2 𝑥̇ 1 𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑃2 𝑥1 𝑥̈ 2 + 𝑃3 𝐼𝑏 𝑥̈ 1 − 𝑃3 𝑥̈1 𝑥3
−𝑃3 𝑥̇1 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑃3 𝑥̇ 1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥3 + 𝑏𝑓 𝑥4 + 𝜀3 )
−𝑃3 𝑥1 (−𝑘𝑓 𝑥̇ 3 − 𝑏𝑓 𝑘𝑠 𝑥4 + 𝑏𝑓 𝜀4 ) − 𝜀2 𝑥̈ 1

(28)

And the system dynamics can be estimated as
follows:
(4)
𝑥̂1 = 𝑓̂ (𝜒|𝜃) − 𝑔̂𝑥1 𝑢
−𝜁1 𝑒̂⃛ − 𝜁2 𝑒̂̈ − 𝜁3 𝑒̂̇ − 𝜁4 𝑒̂

(29)

In which 𝑓̂(𝑥|𝜃) is the proposed fuzzy system,
the input vector of the fuzzy system,
Dtq x 1 is the fractional derivative order of the glucose
level, and q is the fractional-order which is a number
𝑞
𝜒 = [𝑥1 ˎ𝐷𝑡 𝑥1 ]𝑇 is

between 0 and 1. The  i , i  1,.., 4 parameters are
determined so that the polynomial 𝑠 4 + 𝜁1 𝑠 3 +
𝜁2 𝑠 2 + 𝜁3 𝑠 + 𝜁4 is Hurwitz Stable. The estimation
ˆ
error is defined as e  xˆ1  x 1 .
By subtracting (32) and (29), the estimation
error can be calculated as follows:
(4)
𝑒̂1 = 𝑓̂ (𝜒|𝜃) − 𝑓 + (𝑔 − 𝑔̂)𝑥1 𝑢 −
𝜁1 𝑒̂⃛ − 𝜁2 𝑒̂̈ − 𝜁3 𝑒̂̇ − 𝜁4 𝑒̂

(30)

By adding and subtracting the optimum fuzzy
system in equation (30) we have:
(4)
𝑒̂1 = 𝑓̂ ∗ (𝜒|𝜃 ∗ ) − 𝑓 + 𝑓̂ (𝜒|𝜃) − 𝑓̂ ∗ (𝜒|𝜃 ∗ )
+(𝑔 − 𝑔̂)𝑥1 𝑢 − 𝜁1 𝑒̂⃛ − 𝜁2 𝑒̂̈ − 𝜁3 𝑒̂̇ − 𝜁4 𝑒̂

(31)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

𝑒 = 𝑥̂1 − 𝑟

(44)

𝑒̂ = 𝑥̂1 − 𝑥1

(45)

For stability analysis, we use the following
Lyapunov function:
1

1

1

2

2

2𝛾

𝑉 = 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑒̱ + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑒̱ ̂ +

𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝜃̃ +

1
2𝛾

𝑔̃2

(46)

In which:
𝐴𝑇 𝑃1 + 𝑃1 𝐴 = −𝑄1

(47)

𝛬𝑇 𝑃2 + 𝑃2 𝛬 = −𝑄2

(48)

In which, ɛ is the estimation error defined as
follows:

𝑔̃ = 𝑔 − 𝑔̂

(49)

𝜀 = 𝑓̂ ∗ (𝜒|𝜃 ∗ ) − 𝑓

𝜃̃ = 𝜃 − 𝜃 ∗

(50)

Which can be rewritten as follows:
(4)

𝑒̂1 = 𝜀 + 𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝑍 + 𝑔̃𝑥1 𝑢

(32)

−𝜁1 𝑒̂⃛ − 𝜁2 𝑒̂̈ − 𝜁3 𝑒̂̇ − 𝜁4 𝑒̂

The 
follows:
𝜃̃ = 𝜃 −

(33)

and 𝑍

parameters are defined as

𝜃∗

(34)
𝑧̄ +𝑧̱ 𝑙

𝑍 = [𝑧1 , . . . , 𝑧𝑀 ]𝑇 , 𝑧𝑙 = ∑𝑀 𝑙

𝑙=1 𝑧̄ 𝑙 +𝑧̱ 𝑙

, 𝑙 = 1, . . . , 𝑀

(35)

By replacing the control rule in equation (27)
we have:
𝑒

(4)

+ 𝜆1 𝑒⃛ + 𝜆2 𝑒̈ + 𝜆3 𝑒̇ + 𝜆4 𝑒 = −𝑢𝑐

(36)

In the vector format of equations (32) and (36)
we have:
𝑒̱ ̇ = 𝐴𝑒̱ − 𝑏𝑢𝑐

(37)

By derivation of Lyapunov function we have:
1
1
1
𝑉̇ = 𝑒̱ ̇ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑒̱ + 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑒̱ ̇ + 𝑒̱ ̇̂ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑒̱ ̂ +
2
2
2
1 𝑇
1
1
𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑃1 𝑒̱ ̂̇ + 𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝜃̇ − 𝑔̂̇
2

𝛾

(51)

𝛾

By replacing (37) and (38), we have:
1
1
𝑉̇ = 𝑒̱ 𝑇 (𝐴𝑇 𝑃1 + 𝑃1 𝐴)𝑒̱ + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 (𝛬𝑇 𝑃2 + 𝑃2 𝛬)𝑒̱ ̂
2
2
−𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏𝑢𝑐 − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝑍 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝑔̃𝑥1 𝑢 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜀
1
1
+ 𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝜃̇ − 𝑔̂̇
𝛾

(52)

𝛾

By replacing (47) and (48), V can be written
as follows:
1
1
𝑉̇ = − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂
2
2
−𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏𝑢𝑐 − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝑍 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝑔̃𝑥1 𝑢 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜀
1
1
+ 𝜃̃ 𝑇 𝜃̇ − 𝑔̂̇
𝛾
𝛾

Equation (53) can be rewritten as follows:

(53)
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1
1
𝑉̇ = − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂
2
2
1
1
𝜃̃ 𝑇 ( 𝜃̇ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝑍) + 𝑔̃ (− 𝑔̂̇ + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝑥1 𝑢)
𝛾
𝛾
−𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏𝑢𝑐 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜀

(54)

By replacing adaption rules form (11) we have:
1
1
𝑉̇ = − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏𝑢𝑐 + 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏𝜀
2
2

(55)

Using equation (55), we can write:
1
1
𝑉̇ ≤ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏𝑢𝑐 + |𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏||𝜀̄|
2

2

(56)



Which
is the upper boundary of estimation
error. By replacing the compensator form (12) we
have:
1
1
𝑉̇ ≤ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂
2
2
|𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃 𝑏||𝜀̄ |
−𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏 (𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏) |𝑒̱ 𝑇 2
) + |𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏||𝜀̄|

(57)

𝑃1 𝑏|+𝛿

Equation (57) can be simplified as follows:
1
1
𝑉̇ ≤ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂
2
2
[𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏)]
+|𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑃2 𝑏||𝜀̄| (1 −
)
|𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏| + 𝛿

Since

T
T
e T Pb
1 tanh  e Pb
1   e Pb
1

(58)

we can

write:
[𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏)]
≈1
|𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑃1 𝑏| + 𝛿

(59)

Therefore, we have:
1
1
𝑉̇ ≤ − 𝑒̱ 𝑇 𝑄1 𝑒̱ − 𝑒̱ ̂ 𝑇 𝑄2 𝑒̱ ̂
2
2

(60)

Due to the error signal being bounded,
Barbalat's lemma can be used to prove Asymptotic
stability.
5. Simulation
In this section, the schemed controller is
applied to the Bergman model of several diabetic
patients. In table (1), there is the information of
Bergman model for patients [11]. Figure (5) shows
the glucose level changes in patients without
controlling the conditions in patients. As can be
observed, the glucose level increases rapidly and
moves past the acceptable range. For each patient,
various initial conditions (initial blood glucose
levels) of 20, 80, and 200 were used. The output
glucose levels have presented figures (5), (6), and
(7) for the first, second, and third patients. As can be
seen, the suggested controller has managed to
stabilize glucose levels in an acceptable range. In the
next step, in order to better evaluate the performance
of the proposed controller, variations in the form of
white noise were introduced to the system. It is
worth noting that these variations are different from
the variations of the Bergman model used. The
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results of controller performance under these
conditions have presented in figures (8), (9), and
(10) for first, second and third patients. In order to
show the performance of the proposed method, its
results are compared to several other control
methods in the table (2). The proposed controller's
RMSE value is suitable, and the performance of
suggested method is better compared to other similar
control methods.
Furthermore, many previous studies have used
constant and defined versions of the Bergman
method to evaluate controller performance.
However, in this study, other than the undefined
model, model parameters change over time. Finally,
the simulation results show that the performance of
proposed model is excellent and can be considered
for practical applications. The proposed model is
applied to the modified Bergman model of a diabetic
patient in order to evaluate its performance. The
Bergman model date for these patients is presented
in table (1) [32]. Various initial conditions (initial
glucose levels) such as 20 and 200 are used for this
patient. The output glucose level, along with the
controller signal, is presented in figure 2 and figure
3. As it can be observed, the controller has
successfully managed to stabilize the glucose level
in the acceptable range.
Table.1.
The Bergman model data for several diabetic patients [11]
Adult

𝒌𝒈𝒓

𝑪𝟐

I
II
III

1.1e-3
4.1e-3
1.6e-3

2.4e-2
6.2e-3
7.3e-3

𝑪𝟏
9.93e-2
9.23e-2
9.31e-2

𝑲𝒔

𝑮𝒃

I
II

1.78e-4
4.9e-4

6.7e-3
5.67e-2

76.5
80.1

25.1
28.5

III

9.37e-4

1.35e-2

75.2

31

Adult

𝑷𝟏

Adult

𝒃𝒇

𝑷𝟐

𝑷𝟑

𝑰𝒃

𝑲𝒇

I

3.1e-3

1.55e-2

1.25e-6

3.83e-2

II
III

1.31e-2
3.9e-3

5.3e-3
5.53e-3

1.44e-6
5.48e-7

1.3e-2
6.68e-2

Fig. 4.

Blood glucose level in patients in uncontrolled
conditions
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Fig. 5.
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Tracking optimum glucose level for an initial glucose
level of 200 for the first patient
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Fig. 10. Tracking optimum glucose level in the presence of
noise for the third patient
Table.2.
Comparison of the proposed method with other control methods
11.0135
15.1064
12.0287

Proposed method
Proportional-derivative-integral fuzzy control [33]
Fuzzy self-adjusting control [34]

6. Conclusion
Fig. 6.

Tracking optimum glucose level for an initial glucose
level of 80 for the second patient

Fig. 7.

Tracking optimum glucose level for an initial glucose
level of 20 for the third patient

Fig. 8.

Tracking optimum glucose level in the presence of
noise for the first patient

Fig. 9.

Tracking optimum glucose level in the presence of
noise for the second patient

In this study, a robust controller for regulation
the blood glucose level of T1D patients was
proposed. This controller was designed based on
Lyapunov stability. To evaluate the regulation
performance of the suggested controller, diabetic
patients with different initial conditions were used.
The modified Bergman model was used in
simulations. The results of simulation indicated that
the performance of offered controller is excellent
and can be considered for practical applications.
Future studies include the feasibility study for the
implementation of the proposed control method.
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